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Phonon enhanced inverse population in asymmetric double quantum wells
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Interwell optical-phonon-assisted transitions are studied in an asymmetric double-quantum-well
heterostructure comprising one narrow and one wide coupled quantum wells~QWs!. We show that
the depopulation rate of the lower subband states in the narrow QW can be significantly enhanced
thus facilitating the intersubband inverse population, if the depopulated subband is aligned with the
second subband of the wider QW, while the energy separation from the first subband is tuned to the
highest energy optical-phonon mode. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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The operation of intersubband lasers requires fast
population of the final states for light-emitting transitions.
A3B5-based heterostructures the longitudinal-optical~LO!
phonon-assisted interwell electronic transitions provide
most effective depopulation mechanism for the lower s
band electron states of the active quantum well~QW!.1 Re-
cently this approach has been successfully implemente
design of intersubband injection lasers, both cascaded2,3 and
noncascaded.4 In the simplest case, the unit cell of the devi
includes two coupled QWs,A andB, as in Fig. 1, specially
designed to ensure fast depopulation of the lower levelA1 of
the active QWA. The depopulation time,tout, must be
shorter than the characteristic time,t21, for intersubband
A2 –A1 nonradiative relaxation.2–4 The relationshiptout

!t21 thus controls the population inversion between lev
A2 andA1 involved in the light-emitting transition. Both th
interwell (tout)AB and intrawell (t21,t11,t22)AA transitions
in A3B5-based heterostructures are basically caused by s
lar LO-phonon emission events. The rates for different p
cesses depend on the value of the phonon wave vectoq,
involved in the transition, as well as on the electron-phon
overlap integral. The Fro¨hlich matrix element for LO-
phonon scattering contains a 1/q2 dependence, so tradition
ally, the energy separationEA1,B1 between the lowest level o
the active QWA and the lowest~drain! level of the adjacent
QW B is made resonant with the emitted phonon quantu
\vph. This ensures that the interwell depopulation proces
efficiently mediated by long-wavelength phonons.2 However,
even under the resonant condition, the relationshiptout

!t21 is difficult to fulfill without severe limitations. First,
one needs a sufficiently largeA2 –A1 energy separation
which ensures slow intrawell intersubband relaxation ow
to the large transferred momentumq. However, even for
EA2,A1>100 meV, emptying of the upper lasing subband
LO-phonon emission processes occurs on a fast time sca
about 1–3 ps. Another limitation arises due to the sm
wave-function overlap of the initial and final electron sta
in interwell transitions. Even for the resonant electro
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phonon scattering this leads to a depopulation timetout on
the scale of 0.5–1.5 ps. As a result, the typical values
intrawell relaxation and interwell depopulation times
A3B5-based heterostructures are comparable, hence st
intersubband population inversion is difficult to achieve.

It is worth noting that a much shorter relaxation tim
t11'0.1 ps is seen in intrasubband LO-phonon scatter
processes.5–7 This can be traced to both the strong overl
integral for initial and final electron states in the same Q
and to the relatively small transferred phonon momentum

In this work, we propose a depopulation process, wh
combines the advantages of the small momentum transfe
the intersubband electron-phonon resonance with the
stantial wave-function overlap characteristic of the intras
band scattering. In contrast to the traditional design of inj
tion intersubband lasers,2–4 this approach assumes th
adjacent QW to be wider than the active QW of the la
heterostructure. The depopulated levelA1 should be aligned
then with the second subband of the adjacent QW,B2, and,
at the same time, the energy separationEB2,B1 is adjusted to

FIG. 1. Model band diagram and energy levels of an AlAs/GaAs dou
quantum well heterostructure. Double-lined arrow corresponds to the li
emitting transition in the heterostructure. The inset shows the position
three lowest subbands~in meV! as a function of the narrow well widtha1

~in nm! for fixed valuesa252 nm anda3510 nm.
8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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the emitted optical-phonon quantum,\vph. We show that
the depopulation rate in thisdouble resonancecan be signifi-
cantly enhanced, thus facilitating the intersubband inve
population in the active QW. We also show that this type
resonance features a single-peak behavior despite the s
dispersion of LO-phonon modes due to the optical-phon
confinement effect.

The energy levels for the double QW AlAs–GaAs he
erostructure have been calculated in the effective-mass
proximation, neglecting nonparabolicity. For simplicity, th
outer barriers have been assumed infinite, but the finite
rier height between the QWs has been taken into acco
This model is reasonable because the wave functions o
initial and final electron states in the depopulation proce
cA1 andcB1 , overlap mostly inside the heterostructure. T
inset to Fig. 1 shows the subband levels calculated unde
flatbands condition as a function of the narrow well wid
a1 . The width of the wider well,a3 , and the barrier layer
width, a2 , are kept constant, so we can change the low
subband energy separation,EA1,B1 , by varyinga1 . The tran-
sition rates will also be plotted as a function of the narr
well width a1 , since such a representation depends o
slightly on the initial kinetic energy of the electron. Note th
the initial electron states in the narrow wellA belong to the
second subband of the heterostructure,E2 , only if the width
of this well is larger than a critical valuea1c'0.5a3 , corre-
sponding to the anticrossing of levelsA1 andB2, i.e., for
a1c,a1,a3 . After the crossover, whena1,a1c , the initial
electron states for the interwell transitions belong to the th
subband of the heterostructure,E3 , since the electron wave
functions of the second subband are now mostly localize
the wider wellB.

To make the physical picture clearer, we consider h
only the transitions from the A1-subband bottom associa
with the optical-phonon emission. In thin-layer heterostru
tures the optical phonon confinement effect leads to a
variety of modes and significantly influences the electr
phonon scattering rates.6 We include this effect in our calcu
lations. In Fig. 2 we compare the total transition rate by
confined and interface optical-phonon modes,tout

21 , with the
results obtained by using the single-mode bulk-phonon sp
trum approximation. The standard Fermi’s golden rule f
mulation was used in both cases. In accordance with the
rule,5,7 the total rate falls in the interval defined by the inte
action with bulk well-type phonons,\vLO

GaAs, and bulk
barrier-type phonons,\vLO

AlAs , except near the onset of res
nant electron-phonon scattering, where the interwell tra
tion rate is very sensitive to the phonon spectrum dispers
Confined phonon modes in the QW layers,vph5vLO

GaAs, are
dominant at the onset of the resonance, while the outer-
inner-interface antisymmetric phonon modes with frequ
cies in the Reststrahlen band of the barrier semicondu
material, vTO

AlAs,vph,vLO
AlAs , are primarily responsible fo

the next two step-like increases of the interwell scatter
rate. One can see that the optical-phonon confinement t
to diminish the peak rate value both at the well- and barr
type phonon-emission thresholds, spreading the oscill
strength among the different phonon modes.

The rapid increase of the transition rates at the sma
values ofa1 in Fig. 2 corresponds to the onset of anoth
Downloaded 07 Dec 2001 to 129.49.68.4. Redistribution subject to AIP
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type of resonance—the abrupt enhancement of the elec
wave-function overlap and, consequently, the rise of the p
non emission rate due to the resonant penetration of the w
function of the initial electron stateA1 into the adjacent QW
B under theA1 –B2 anticrossing condition. As mentione
earlier, in the vicinity of this anticrossing there is some a
biguity in determining precise location of the initial electro
state for the depopulation process. In intersubband laser
erostructures the lowest level for light-emitting transition
filled mainly by relatively slow nonradiative intersubban
transitions. Therefore, for the purpose of this study we c
consider the depopulated states as the true energy eigen
of the double quantum well heterostructure, neglecting
coherent tunneling oscillations.8,9 We definea1c as a point
where the scattering rate from the lower-energy stateuE2&
'(uA1&1uB2&)/& equals the scattering rate from th
higher-energy stateuE3&'(uA1&2uB2&)/&. The condition
a15a1c thus determines the peak value of the phono
emission interwell transitions. This new resonance ta
place in a very narrow range ofa1 though in the experimen
tal study it can be adjusted by an applied external elec
field.10 It is readily seen that the interwell transition proce
can be optimized even more, if we can fulfill both th
electron-overlap and the phonon-emission resonance co
tions, i.e., by settinga15a1c andEA1,B15\vLO

AlAs . In Fig. 3
the latter condition is realized ata3518 nm; we see that the
peak rate in this case is highest. When energy separa
EA1,B1 becomes smaller than\vLO

AlAs , the peak rate value
decreases~Fig. 3, curve 20! due to the elimination of the
high-energy barrier–type interface phonon modes from
emission process and it vanishes abruptly, when no sin
quantum of any phonon mode matchesEA1,B1 . Although
both the interface and the confined optical-phonon mo
participate in the double electron-phonon resonance on e
footing ~as illustrated by curve 10 in Fig. 3!, this resonance
reveals a simple one-peak behavior in contrast to the hig
dispersed onset for interwell scattering. This is a con

FIG. 2. Onset for the interwell electron-phonon resonance. Solid line sh
the totalA1 –B1 transition rate by all confined and interface LO-phon
modes of a double quantum well heterostructure as a function of the na
well width a1 . Herea252 nm anda3510 nm. Two dashed curves repre
sent the interwell transition rates calculated in the single-mode bulk-
LO-phonon spectrum approximation with phonon energies:~a!
\vLO

GaAs536 meV, and~b! \vLO
AlAs551 meV.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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quence of the very narrow energy range ofA1 –B2 anti-
crossing required for the resonant penetration ofcA1 into
quantum wellB.

The peak value oftout
21 obtained by the proposed proce

~Fig. 3, curve 18! is one order of magnitude larger than th
maximum transition rate at the onset of electron-phon
resonance traditionally employed for the lower level depo
lation in intersubband injection lasers. It is also importa
that the increase of the depopulation ratetout

21 due to the
A1 –B2 anticrossing is accompanied by a simultaneous
duction of the nonradiativeA2 –A1 transition rate,t21

21 .
Physically, the intrawell rate decreases for the same rea
namely due to the abrupt reduction of the intrawell elect
overlap whenA1 states penetrate into adjacent QWB at the
A1 –B2 resonance. This process will further increase
population ratio between the levelsA2 and A1. This may
enhance the laser action even despite the concomitan
crease of the matrix element for light-emitting transition
This situation is typical for intersubband lasers with optic
transitions indirect in real space.11 The exemplary intrawell
A2 –A1 phonon-emission rate for the heterostructure w
a3518 nm is shown in Fig. 3 by the bold dashed line. T
total intersubband population ratio,h tot , can be roughly es-
timated ash tot5nA2 /nA1't21/tout and under the double reso
nance condition (a158.5 nm) it is as high ash tot'6,
whereas outside the resonance region the total popula
inversion disappears. Thus fora158.0 nm, we have only
h tot'0.5. It is worth noting that the total subband popu
tions determine the optical gain and the output power only
the high electron concentration limit.12 For low electron con-
centrationsnA<1011cm22, the lasing action is governed b
the local nonequilibriumk-space population inversion be
tweenA2 andA1 subband bottoms which cannot be reduc
to h tot . In this case, the interwell depopulation rate becom

FIG. 3. Peak values of the interwell optical-phonon-assisted transition
under the double electron-phonon resonance condition. The curves a
beled with the value of the wider quantum well widtha3 in nm. Curve 10
details individual contributions to the overall phonon-emission rate: das
line-confined phonon modes, dotted line-interface phonon modes.
dashed line represents the rate of the nonradiative intrawell intersub
transitions,t21

21 , for the heterostructure witha3518 nm.
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even more important. Assuming thatA2 electrons are dis-
tributed in a narrow region near the subband bottom
have3,12

h loc5S nA2

nA1
D

k50

'h totS 11
t11

tout
D EA2A1 /\vph

.

For a largeA2 –A1 separation and low values oftout the
local population inversion can be significantly enhanced.
the double-quantum-well heterostructure witha158.5 nm,
a252 nm, and a3518 nm, we find t11/tout'0.6 and
EA2A1 /\vLO

GaAs'5, which results inh loc'10h tot and may be
very favorable for the overall laser performance.

It should be clearly understood, however, that populat
inversion is not the only important parameter for a succes
laser design. For instance, care must be taken to minim
the leakage of electrons from the upper lasing levelA2
through a third energy levelB3 of the wide well, which
shunts the useful injection current. This process has li
effect on the population inversion but it increases the las
threshold. For our exemplary heterostructure, calculati
show that the levelB3 can be located within less than on
\vph from the levelA2, thus suppressing phonon-assist
leakage, by taking the active quantum well widtha1

'11.5 nm and applying an external electric field 8 kV/cm
satisfy the double electron-phonon resonance condition.

In summary we have shown that the depopulation rate
the lower lasing level and hence the inverse population r
in the active QW of a double quantum well intersubba
laser heterostructure can be enhanced by an order of ma
tude if the condition of the electron-phonon resonance for
depopulation process is accompanied by the anticrossing
tween the depopulated level in active QW and the sec
energy level in an adjacent wide well.

This work was supported by the U.S. Army Resear
Office.
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